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Abfrad - The paper describes a full mechanical sensorless speed digital qrnuol system for surface perman€nt
ma$H syrchmnous motors (SPMSM). A minimum order state observer (Ciopinath) is used for the mechanical state
eslimation of the machine. The observer ums devel@ bsed on non-linear model of the synchronous motor, that
emptrys a d-q rcfating reference frame anached to the rctor. The control system includes a rotor frame vector
cur€nt contloller with feedfomard decoupling ciroit and an integral+integral proportional (I+PI) speed controller.
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r. INTRODUCTION

PMSM are becoming a very attractive solution for drive
applications because oftheir high torque to inertia ratio,
ease ofcontrol, superior power density and high efh-
ciency. The control schemes darcloped for high perfor-
mance variablc specd drivcs working on synchronous
machincs arc bascd on control of the currcnt s'paoe vec-
tor in a rotor frame of r€fercnce. This solution requires
knorledge of the rotor shaft position for coordinate
transformations and the necessary information on
speed. In many applications, the rotor position signal is
obtained from a mechanical sensor. such as an optical
cncodcr or a rcsolrrcr. lhat may reducc sysem rcliability
and add significantly to thc drive costs. Consequenlly a
stFong interest arises in thedternative PMSM mechani-
cal scnsorlcss control, using only stator voltagc and
current measur€menl, based on stat€ obsewcrs. Stat€
observers are umally implemented to reoonstruct the
inaccessible states ofthe controlled prccess. They are
especially useful for full-state f€edback contrcl, devel-
oped on state-space theory, in that the combined ob-
server+ontrollcr syslem can easily dcsigncd to mcet
specific qualitative and quntitative requirements.
Despite the close association of observers with the state
feedback controllers, the observen can be fudependently
used to estimate the state of the sysrcm. An exanrple
could be the one described in [2, 31, where obseryers art
employtd as softruarc transducers meant to provide the

feedback data requircd by the control system.
Numerous papers is available on the us€ of complete
order observers (Luenberger) for PMSM control [2, 3,
8, el.
The present paper proposes implementation of the
minimum order state observer (Gopinath) a new ffi of
state observers, easily applied in large ordcr systems,
that result consequently to accurale modeling of
SPMSM or asynchronous machines. The main charac-
teristic of this state observer is that thc number of
estimated states is lowcr than the order of the observed
system. The main idea when building the Gopinath #
server is to reduce the number of estimated variables,
that is to diminish the obeerver dimension by using the
meazured output data provided by the sySem.
Fig. I sho$6 the simplified block diagram of the observ-
cr{ascd control systcm. Thc control systcm is a multi-
sampled time system and consists in a fast inner loop
curent contloller and observer, and a slower outer-loop
angular velocity controller. The rotor-frarne vector cur-
rent conlrolhr combines feedforward compensation and
a linear proportional-integral (PI) controller to control
the torque of thc machinc. The I+PI speed controller
gves the reference of the quadratue component of the
slator cunent (i). This paper considers the con$ant
torque regime only. The state obsenrer generates the
estimated values of the actual rotor angular velocity ro
and position 0, using the measured values of the
qrrents and voltagei from the motor terminals.

Fig. l.
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2. MOTORMODEL

The studied SPMSM is supposed to have a symmetrical
three-phase, $ye-connected, isolated neutral winding.
Thc modcl is dwclopcd according to somc simpli$ing
hypotheses. Thus. saturation and iron loeses (hystere-
sis)are not considered. The induced electromotive force
is supposcd to have a sine fonn while cddy currcnts are
neglected. Sincc excitation is providcd by permanent
magnets. there is no variation offieldcurrents and there
rs no rotor cage.
The equations of the SPMSM dynamic model are
strongly simplified whcn cxprcsscd in a rotating rcfcr-
cncc framc atlachcd to thc rolor. with d-axis orienlcd lo
the north-pole of the permanent magnet In this case the
state space model is described by the matrix equation

R'o

order to obtain a global linearisation is proposed. The
non-linear system is at first transformed into a linear,
time-varying one, in that the state variables vector is
split so that the prccess variables to be effectively
observed. are highlightcd:
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Adopting th€ vector of the input variables:
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thc lincariscd modcl can bc rvrittcn:
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where: (i, and ro) and (u, and ar) are the direct and
quadrature components of the current and voltage re-
spectively, with respect to the rotor frame; nrl - load
torque: p - pole pair number; R,, L" - stator resistance
and inductancc. resp€ctivcly: Y. - linkage flux of thc
PM; "/ - inertia: D - damping factor.
The motor parameters used in the real time simulation
arct P = 2,&= 0.SS Q. Z, = l5.l mH, Y.= 0.174 Wb,

"/ 
= 0.0086 kg m'?.

Thc statc-spacc modcl. dcscribcd by c4uation ( l). con-
tains non-linearities in form of cross-produci of two
state variables such as ot ' i, and ro ' io. This model
qrnnot be described using the standard form of linear
systems with state variables. so the linear observer the-
ory cannot bc applicd dircctly. A possible proccdurc to
control and estimate such non-linear sfstems could be
the piece-wise linearisation, but the design would be in
this case laborious and time consuming.
Considcring thc structure of the Copinath observcr, in
the paper a rnodel which uses mcasurcd currents in

-l{v,,r"io)
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where laand lo are the values of currents obtained by
measuring and computing in dependencc on angle 0.

3. STATE OBSERVER DESIGN

In order to dwelop the state obsewer slructure. first
auxiliary matrices:
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is a second order polynom with a nil root. Sclccting a
convenient value for non-zero pole p, and /,, = 0, therc
results:
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The other coefficients of matrix L were selected
randomly - for example zero - because lhey do not
influence the observer dynamics : Ir, = I ,, = 0 .
Replacing relations (15) in equation (20) and relations
(12 bl,(14), (22), (23) in equation (21) respectively and
taking into account the above mentioned values of the
coefficients of matrix Z, following relations are
obtained:
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are written, obtained by splitting of matrices zl and I of
the linearised model. in the way imposed by the
splitting of state variables vector .r. The general
equations of the Gopinath observer are [5. 7]:
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where z is lhe stale variables vector of the Gopinath Thus we obtain the final form otthe Gopinath obserrrcr
obscrvcr. and equations for estimating the angular velocity and the
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The unknown parameters of matrix I, will be
determined using the method of poles placement for
matrix F, that influcnces thc dynamic behaviour of the
observer.
Matrix Fof the state observer is obtained by replacing
relations (12 a), (13) and(22) in equalion (19):

dz"

i = t r * l t z i q

t h = z r + l r r i ,

6 = z z

(2e)

(30)

(3 l)(23)
where u] and u; are the voltage values, measured and
su@uently transformed in the rotor reference frarne
using the observed posirion.

Observcr poles allocation is extremely simple because
the characteristic polynom :
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4. STATOR CURRENT CONTROLLER

To achieve a fasl response with high performances, a
control slratcgy of lhc currcnts in the two-phasc rotor
frame (d-4) with fcedforward decoupling was used [41.
Fig. 2 shows the block diagram of the multi-variablc
current controller. where G, (s) is the transfer ftnction
ofthe PI typc individud controllers.

u ) (n  +  l )  .  xu(n  +  l )  t kne  o@ + l \

I . ,a (n  r  l )  i r (z  t  l )

ui@ + l) '  xr(n t  l )  r f t ,  e,r(z + l)  +

(371
+ Yr<o(n * l) + l"o(n + l) ia(n + l)

where x4 
" 

are the auxiliary variables associated to the
inte$ator, 2., is the sampling period of the stator
currents control loops. z - the index of the sampling
period I,, , kn and T, are the tuning parameters of the
two crurent controllers.
The reference quantity for the quadrature component of
the stator current (ii) is obtained directly from the out-
put ofthe rotor speed controller. The reference quantity
forthe direct component ofthe statorcun€nt (,;) will be
adopted such as to maximise lhe electromagnetictorque
- absorbed current ratio, what implies in this case il = g.

5. ANGULAR VELOCITY CONTROLLER

The angular velocity controller has an important
influencc on thc pcrformanccs of the entire control
system during both transient and stsady statc regimes.
Cood performances could be achieved using an I type
control law for the angular velocity reference quantity
r,l', and a Pl control law for thc angular vclocity
feedback <o respectively. The I+PI controller will
operate with both these laws. The main advantage of an
I+PI controller is the achievement of good perfonnanoes
in transient regime and, at the same tirne, due to the
unitary discrete pole, a nil stationary error with respect
to the perturbation of the load torque (including the
friction torque of the machine). The block diagram of
this controller - using z-transfer functions - is presented
in fig. 3.

Fig. 3.

It can be notic€d that the integration used the fiaPe7e
method. The conlroller algorithm, obtained applying
the inverse Z transform, is described by recurrent
cquations:
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whcre: 0,, x. - lhe auxiliary variables associated to
angular velocity loop error, and to the integrator respec-
tively; rt-, ?- - the tuning parameters of the angular
velocity controller; t - the trarsfer factor ofthe angular
vclocity transducer, / - the indcx ofthe sampling period
T_,

6. OBSERVER BASED CONTROLLER DESIGN

This section integrates theobsewerwith the cunent and
angular velocity controller. The internal current lmps
and the observer use a sampling period of d,, = 0.5 ms,
whereas the outer-loop angular velocity controller
operates with a sampling period f"" = 3 ms.
The actual values of lhe slator current components are
obtained using the measured values of the phase
currents, thenthey are trandormed from the three phase
systcm into a two phase stationary reference frame, and
then into a rotor two-phase frame using the estimated
rotor angle 6. For this reason in equations (32), (33),
(36) and (37), id and i, are replaced by i) andir. In a
similar way - but with the transformation made in
reversc order - the values ofthe refcrence quantities of

1
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The rccurrent algorithm of this control structure is

obtained using the Euler's discrete integrating method:
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the phase stator voltages could bc obtained.
Voltages u) and ni are calculated with relations (36)
and (37), by rcplacing o by the estimated value rir. The
slower outcr-loop angular velocity controller requircs,
also rcplaccment of ro by the estimated angularvelocity
rir in its control law (38)-(40)
Foragoodbchaviourof the control system. an optimum
tuning of the current and rotor angular velocity
controllers parametcrs is required.
The selection of the parameters for current controllers
is carricd out similarlV to continuous systems - oonsl-
dering the two control loops linear and decoupled - due
to the feedforward compensation and to the small sam-
pling period of the current loop.
The model for thc controlled pr$ess of the rotor
angularvelocity loop is obtained usingthe discreteform
ofthc closcd-loop quadrature current transfer function,
that is approximated by a fint order delay element. The
selection ofparameters for the angular velocity control-
ler is achieved using the discrete version of the
extended modulus criterion. The load torque and the
damping factor (D = 0) are neglected in the controller
design. Thc application way ofthis design technique
and the equations for controller parameters are
presenled in detail in [71.

7. ANALYSIS OF THE CONTROL SYSTEM

The analysis of thc control s.vstem was carried out using
real time simulation in theconditions mentionedabove
Thc angular vclocity reference quantit-v has a trapeze
variation shapc spccific lo incrcmcntal motion scrvo-
drives The load and the viscous friction lorque are
taken into The mechanical and electncal waveforms are
prescntcd in frg. 4 a, D. They wcrc obtaincd assuming
the mechanical and electrical parameters of the
clcctrical drivc known and constant. Also, an cract
initialization of thc obscrver position is considered.
Under these circumstances. it is noticed that the
estimation crrors of the rotor angular velocity
Ao = <o - <i and rotor position A0 : 0 - 0^ arc
acceptablc.
Thc variation of the machine clectrical paramcters
inlluences only in a relatively small proportion the
performances ofthe observer-based control system. con-
sideration in the simulated machine model (m1 = I Nm
and D = 0.002 Nm9rad). The synchronous machinc is
supplied from a 12 kHz PWM Converter.
This aspect can be noticed in frg. 5 a, D, that present the
same waveforms as in fig. 4 a, b btrl in this sifuation
stator resistance is nrice as big as the rated (R; : 2R,)
and inductance 30oZ smaller than the rated values.
ln these situations the observer-based control system
becomes unstable. The simulations show that the
proposed structure is not capable of eliminating the
incorrect position initializations, even at small values of
the initial estimation error. For this reason it is
nocessary to determine thc initial rotor position with an
alternative mcthod. like the oneprcsented in [61.

b)

Fig. 4

Fig. 5.

r. coNclusroNs

The paper develops a mechanical sensorless digital
control system of the rotor speed for a SPIvISM.
Mechanical state estimation is achiwed by using a
minimum order obsewer (Gopinath). The paper studies
the interaction betwcen the obscrvcr and the closed lmp
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The validation of the proposed control system is
achieved by real time simulation in C++, under the
natural operation circumstances, using the estimated
quantities as feedback signds for the control system.
Thc simulation strows that thedynamicbehaviour of the
observer based control system is acceflable, even ifthe
elcctrical parameters of the machine are different from
the rated values used for the desigr ofthe controllers
and observer.
The control sfstem is very sensitive to the inconect
initialization of the estimated position and to mechani-
cal parameter variation (inertia, lmd torque).
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